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News 
est time already! 
Senior Lynda Morgan signs up for the Writing Competency Exam Tuesday 
ta the Union walkway. Students ca:n sign up for the exam in the Union for the 
of the week. 
Tuition hike gets OK 
'Rives calls request 'reasonable' 
By MIKE BURKE 
and JULIE CAMBRIA-BRECHBILL 
Staff writers 
CHICAGO-A 6 percent boost in 
tuition for Illinois public university 
students and an 8 percent faculty pay 
raise for next year were approved 
Tuesday by the Illinois Board of 
Higher Education . 
The increases were passed as part of 
the IBHE's $1. 8  billion budget 
recommendation for fiscal year 1 987 . 
The budget must be approved by the 
Illinois General Asse�bly and signed 
by Gov . James Thompson before being 
implemented. 
- For Eastern students ,  the increase 
translates. into about a $60 jump in 
tuition . Freshmen and sophomore 
tuition will increase from $ 1 ,020 to 
$1,08 1 a year and tujtion for j uniors 
and seniors wi'll rise from $ 1 ,068 to 
. $1,112. 
Eastern President Stanley Rives said 
he believes the tuition increase is a 
''reasonable request. 
"Nobody likes to raise tuition .  It is 
matched· by a 1 6-plus percent increase 
in ISSC (Illinois State Scholarship 
Commission) funds , "  Rives said . 
''A modest tuition increase is better 
than going a few years with a small or 
no increase and then all of a sudden 
having a big jump (in tuition).'' 
Last year, Eastern students faced a 5 
Coleman Hall annex 
gains IBHE approval 
Eastern will re_s:eive about $6. 5 
million for capital improvements as 
pa,rt of the $ 1 . 8 billion budget ap­
. proved for Illinois public colleges arid 
universities by the Illinois Board of 
Higher Education. 
About $6 million will be allocated 
for the. construction of an annex to 
Coleman Hall to house the College of 
Business . 
Currently business courses are not 
based in any single · building on 
campus. 
Other improvements include : 
9$203, 700 for remodeling in the 
Buzzard Building to improve ven­
tilation, acoustics and access for the 
handicapped in the natatorium . 
• $82,300 for the installation of an 
elevator in the Clinical Services 
Building to improve handicapped 
accessibility · to the department of 
speech pathology and audiology on the 
(See COLEMAN, page 7) 
percent tuition increase. 
Rives did say he was pleased with the 
overall budget approved by the IBHE. 
"It's not a budget which meets all of 
(See TUITION, page 7) 
sbestos Carcinogen removed.from several building� during break; rriore removal yet to· be done 
JEAN WRIGHT 
editor 
Asbesto$ contained in "elbow joints" in several 
'dence l)alls and food services was removed over 
· tmas preak. 
:J{ousing\ Director Lou Hencken said asbestos 
oval is.complete in all residence hall rooms and 
services with the exception of Taylor Hall 
use of time. 
Hencken said the remaining elbow joints, located 
four corner rooms in Taylor where the piping 
s, that.contrun asbestos are enclosed and present 
danger to students . · 
"'The pipes have been there for 20-sorile years, ' '  
cken said . "The only danger there would b e  i s  if 
pipes burst. "  
· 
Verna Armstrong, vice president for ad­
. tration and finance, said the elbow pipes were 
oved first to alleviate any student concern about 
tos in the rooms . 
"We're very concerned about the students and 
eir perception of the problem, "  she said. " But, 
we're not ignoring other areas that are more 
dangerous to do work in student rooms . " . 
Armstrong said the areas. that were worked on 
were labeled as groups one and two. Group one areas 
need immediate attention and group two are of less 
serious nature . 
The areas were labeled as such because of the 
heavy student contact but Armstrong said are not 
dangerous .  
" I f  there was any danger a t  all , w e  would take 
those students out of there , "  she said . 
Asbestos removal is complete in Lincoln Stevenson 
Douglas food service and Thomas Andrews and 
Taylor Lawson food services . Removal is also 
complete in Thomas rooms . 
Removal was done by enclosing the elbow pipe 
with plastic and then scraping the pipe. Hencken said 
no dust from the pipe ever came in contact.with the 
air and that air sampling device and vacuum cleaners 
which are equipped with filters that would prevent 
collected asbestos fibers from escaping into the air 
were used as checks on the process . 
eagan: Halt business with Libya 
Removal was done by Apple : Contractor ·and 
Erectors ,  Inc .  of Taylorville . Hendken said cost for 
what has already been removed was less than $5,000. 
Residents were not informed about the removal as 
previously planned because Armstrc!>ng did not find 
out that Apple Contractor,' would be doing the work 
until Dec . 20 after most students left for break. · 
" The contractor did not have to empty or disturb 
anyhthing in the rooms, "  Hencken said . " Only a 
small space on the desk had to be cleared to _dd the 
work. " 
No plans �ave been made as to when the work iri 
Taylor Hall will be finished or when any farther· 
asbestos removal will be started . 
Armstrong said the informational team will hav_i 
to meet to decide on a date but said it would most 
likely be during spring break . · 
The team consists of Armstrong, Hencken , 
Physical Plant engineer Marty lgnazito, Physical 
Plant director Everett Alms, Safety Officer Eugene 
Hackett and Health Service director Jerry Heath . 
(AP)-President For individuals, administration 
an, citing "irrefutable evidence" officials said, that means anyone other 
Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy than a journalist who remains in Libya 
involved in the massacres at Rome and buys or sells anY,thing at 
and Vienna airports, announced · all-including groceries-could face 
rI'uesday he was ordering all Americans· up to 10 years in prison and cash fines. 
Although the new sanctions are 
unilateral and there was no immediate 
indication U.S. allies would go along, 
officials said they would "eliminate 
any U.S. contribution to the Libyan 
economy.'' 
r ...... Eaatem 'students have, a 
new t>ar. they can .vt8it ... · ;Friends & Co., a bar where · 
' students can "sit an<hHijoy 
: the company of their 
1fttend1," owner Dave 
iGh8rardlnt-eakt � :· � : �- --� 
d American companies to halt doing "Khadafy's long-standing in-
. ess with Libya. volvement in terrorism is well 
In an executive order sig_ned Tuesday documented," Reagan said in a 
oon before holding a nationally statement prepared . for his news 
cast news conference at 8 p.m. conference. "And there is irrefutable 
l!ST, Reagan said U.S. oil companies, evidence of his role in these attacks" 
Including Occidental Petroleum and that killed 19 people, including five 
is, and Americans who remain Americans and four terrorists, in 
1'ehind despite a travel ban will be Rome and Vienna just after Christmas. 
subject to criminal prosecution. 
"U'.S.  companies will no longer 
pump Libyan oil or purchase it for sale 
anywhere in the world,'' said a 
statement accompanying Reagan's 
announcement. ''U.S. construction 
and management firms will no long aid 
major Libyan projects ..• Criminal 
sactions will · face any American 
participating in the Libyan economy.'' 
;' , � :, . ... .... ,� 
. · .. �;:�- ·:�J� �(';_.'•' , 
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-�ssociated Press . � . Officials discuss search for MIAs 
State/Nation/World 
.Jenco's family to maintain vigil 
CHICAGO-The yellow ribbons are still tied securely 
around the trees in Mae Mihelich's yard. On Wednesday, 
she will change the sign out front to read 365 days of cap­
tivity for her brother, the Rev. Lawrence Martin Jenco, 
abducted by Moslem extremists in war-torn West Beirut. 
After 12 agonizing months of trying to secure his release, 
including 19 trips to lc;>bby officials in Washington D.C., 
Jenco's family will gather Wednesday at a special one-year 
anniversary Mass in their Joliet hometown to pray again for 
his freedom. 
"We're hanging in there and still have hope," Mrs. 
Mihelich said in a telephone interview Tuesday from her 
home in Joliet, a city of 76,000 about 40 miles southwest of 
Chicago. .. 
HANOI, Vietnam (AP)-The highest-level 
U.S. delegation to visit Vietnam since the war 
ended in 1975 met officials here for three hours 
Monday to discuss ways to speed up the search 
for Americans still listed as missing in action. 
Neither side disclosed details of the session. 
Vietnam has promised to resolve the MIA 
issue within two years. It is believed that details 
of steps to be taken are a major item on the 
agenda. 
Washington lists about 2,�· Americans as 
missing in action in Communist Indochina, 1, 797 
of them in Vietnam. The rest are listed as missing 
in Cambodia and Laos. 
After the meeting, the head of the American 
delegation, Assistant Defense Secretary Richard 
Armitage, told reporters, "I'll just say that both 
sides engaged ip an in-depth discussion of 'all 
aspects of the American t>risoner of war-missing 
in action issue, to include how we might ac­
celerate progress toward the resolution of this 
issue.'' 
Deputy Foreign Minister Hoang Bich Son, 
who headed the Vietnamese team, said, "I agree 
. with Mr. Armitage. Neither side wants to say 
more now.'' 
Vietnamese officials insist that they regard the 
whereabouts of the MIAs as a humanitarian 
issue, but they also seek normalization of 
diplomatic ties with the United States, which 
Washington says is not possible while Hanoi's 
troops remain in Cambodia. 
Vietnam ousted the cqmmunist Khmer Rouge 
regime in Cambodia in January 1979 and set up a 
pro-Hanoi government. · 
Vo Dong Giang, the minister of state in charge 
of foreign affairs, told reporters on Monday 
while the talks were under way, "I would say 
there has been some progress, some evolutiu!· ,.f 
relations, even though the U.S. side says that 
relations are limited to the MIAs.'' 
"We just have to, there's no ifs, ands or buts," she said. 
Jenco is one of six Americans missing in Lebanon. The 
51-year-old Roman Catholic priest was abducted Jan. 8, 
1985, when eight gunmen overtook his chauffeur-driven car. 
He had been in Beirut five months as local director of 
Catholic Relief Services. 
· Six barred from visiti.ng Mandela 
DU I arrest causes official's death 
CHICAGO-A federal traffic-safety official fatally shot 
himself hours after was charged with drunken driving and 
leaving the scene of an accident, authorities said Tuesday. 
Donald Williamson, regional administrator for the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, died late 
Monday, said Tinley Park Police Sgt. Don Shanto. 
-Williamson's body was found by his wife in a bedroom of 
the family home in southwest suburban Tinley Park, Shanto 
said. 
No note was found at the scene, the sergeant said, and 
Williamson's wife told police her husband had not indicated · 
he planned to take hiS life. 
Williamson, 53, had been shot once in the mouth and a 
. 38 caliber handgun was found in his hand, Shanto said. 
The Cook County medical examiner's office had 
determined the death was a suicide, he said. 
Pets to fill role in new lit estyles 
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)-The 
government Tuesday refused to let a six-member 
U.S. congressional delegation see jailed guerrilla 
leader Nelson Mandela, saying simply, ''The 
visit will not take place." 
The delegates, including four blacks, later had 
an unexpectedly long three-hour meeting with 
Foreign Minister R.F. Botha and said they did 
not regard the Mandela visit refusal as final. The 
decision was announced by the Prisons 
Department. 
"We still haven't had the final answer from 
the president," sai� Rep. William Gray, a· 
Philadelphia Democrat and a black. The group is 
to meet President P.W. Botha on Wednesday at 
his home in the coastal resort of George . 
Foreign Minister Botha said after meeting the 
Americans, "I trust this will contripute to a 
greater understanding between South Africa and 
the U.S. Congress." 
Roelof Botha, no relation to the president, is a 
former ambassador to Washington who for 
nearly two decades has contended with the many 
international critics of apartheid, South Africa's 
system of legal racial segregation. 
Gray was equally guarded on the first full day 
of a four-day trip. "The dialogue was very 
useful...We shared with the minister the vie.w of 
the U.S. Congress and, we believe, the views of 
the American people.'' 
Others in the delegation are Walter E. 
Fauntroy, a black Democrat who is the District 
of Columbia's non-voting delegate to the House 
of Representatives from the District of Reps. 
Charles Hayes of Chicago, a black; Edolphus 
Towns of New York City's Brooklyn borough, 
black; Peter Kostmayer of Pennsylvania, and 
Lynn Martin of Illinois. All but Martin ar 
Democrats. 
CHICAGO-A dog's life is becoming a central part of 
home life for the increasing numbers of two-career families, 
latchkey kids and singles, say psychologists and animal 
experts meeting Wednesday to explore pets' roles in 
changing lifestyles. 
Parents demand baby die in peace 
Dogs, cats and other creatures are being elevated to the 
status of companions and confidantes, said Patricia Curtis, 
a member. of the advisory committee of Pets Are Won­
derful, a not-for-profit animal welfare group. 
BOSTON (AP)-Three months ago, Lynn and 
Jack Bellingham thought they would do anything· 
to save their deformed newborn son Ricky. 
Sept. 24, five weeks premature. He has 
deformed esophagus and trachea, a liver in 
fection, internal bleeding, blood clotti 
problems, an enlarged gall bladder, and a hernia 
He is sedated with· morphine, connected to 
artificial respirator and fed through a tube to h' 
"The pet is viewed as more than an animal, and not quite 
a person," Ms. Curtis said in a 'telephone interview 
Tuesday. · ' 
But after approving 13 surgical procedures at a 
cost of $1 million, the couple is now preparing to 
go to court to demand that Children's Hospital 
relinquish control of the infant and let him "die 
in peace, not pain." 
stomach. ' 
Doctors told the Bellinghams their son woul 
need at least two more operations in the ne 
future, and that his prognosis was uncertain. She said pets are filling the void left' when people divorce 
or delay marriage, or when children, so-called latchkey 
children, are left unattended by working parents. 
"Pets are especially important to many single people," 
she said. 
"Enough is enough," said Mrs. Bellingham, 
26. "My question to the hospital is, 'What do 
they consider life?' The baby has a right to be at 
peace like any other human being." 
"Because of the infections, he has a decreas 
brain capacity, but we don't know how much,' 
Ricky has been in intensive care since his birth said Mrs. Bellingham. 
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G considers AIDS draft policy 
. 
t it to the board for review and to check 
problems," said Glenn Williams, vice 
for student affairs. "Also, the board may 
to adopt a system-wide policy." 
said the policy is more of an educational 
than a strict policy. 
communicable problem," Williams said. 
licy) must be based on fact, not emotion. 
not talking about a quarantine," he said. 
't make a great deal of sense. 0 Williams 
t every precaution would be taken to 
one involved including the victim. 
y, there are only two possible ways to 
the disease: through sexual contact or by 
needle," Williams said .. "These contacts 
letely under your control. It's not like 
getting hit by a meteor.'' 
The policy is currently being reviewed by the BOG 
systems office to check for legal problems before it is 
presented to the BOG. 
"We're not looking to adopt a blanket policy," 
Jack Bleicher, BOG vice chancellor for legal and 
student affairs said. 
"If an AIDS case was.to develop, it would have to 
be dealt with on an individual basis." 
Bleicher said AIDS victims will not be prohibited 
fro·m classes or from working on campus unless their 
condition does not allow them to. 
"As far as I know, there has been one AIDS case," 
Bleicher said. "A worker on one campus has the 
disease and it has progressed and he is disabled.'' 
"We have to accommodate concerns of victims 
and others with this policy," Bleicher said, adding 
that while others are concerned about contracting 
AIDS, the victim is concerned about contracting any 
other disease because he has-low resistance: 
Bleicher s.aid Northeastern and Western Illinois 
universities are also in the process of drafting 
policies. 
He said that his office has been using the American 
College Health Association as source for drafting an 
AIDS statement. 
"They have a task force that concentrates just on 
:AIDS,' � Bleicher said. "They're urging colleges to 
consider education the prime concern. 
"At this point, AIDS has a lot of uncertainty," he 
said. "The most important thing to do is prevent 
contracting the disease and the best way to do that is 
to educate." 
Bleicher suggested circulating pamphlets that the 
ACHA publishes and having workshops on cam­
puses to educate people. 
He said he expects that Eastern will have adopted a 
policy within the next couple of weeks, but added, 
"I'm not that concerned about statements, I'm more 
concerned about educating the people.'' 
. . 
w bar has art-deco, aritiqUe atmosphere 
STAL PHILPOTT · 
& Co., Charleston's newest bar, is "a 
sit and enjoy the company of your friends,'' 
to owner Dave Gherardini. 
at 509 E. Van Buren-formerly the 
of Bob's Package Liquor-Friends & Co. 
opened its doors Dec. 26. 
dini said he opened the business to provide 
friendly place where people can come in and 
time." 
not interested in wall-to-wall business," he 
m interested in a business where you've got 
, but not so much that you can't get to know 
mers." 
purchasing the building, Gherardini has 
e past 10 months remodeling. The finished 
includes an antique, art-deco, mahogany bar 
und the turn of the century, and other 
fixtures. 
'ni said fixtures for the bar have been 
from churches and salvage sales across the 
The interior of the bar, he said, is the 
·on of years of collecting items from the era 
the store was built. 
rdini moved the mahogany bar; which still · 
all of its original mirrors, from a bar in 
where it was brought after World War I. 
· i said he would estimate the bar to be 
about $25,000 to $35,000. 
removing the more modern suspended­
Gherardini spent 34 days handpainting the 
ceiling. The walls are refinished with 
y paneling. 
finished decor is what Gherardini-describes as 
20s style." 
rdini hopes to capture "some of the 
, fun atmosphere of the past, back before 
te and Vietnam." 
was a neat time, a fun time. We were all so 
PAUL KLATT I Staff Photographef 
Charleston's new bar, Friends &·co., 509 E .  Van once done with a hecti.c day of classes. The bar 
Buren, can be a new place for students to socialize opened for business Dec. 2 6 .  
innocent. I t  was more fun than business back then. I 
want this to be a fun place,'' he said. 
He said he also wants to add to the atmosphere by 
including plenty of late 50s, 60s and early 70s music 
on the jukebox, as well as an assortment of up-to­
date tunes, arid later add a few big-band selections. 
Although Friends & Co. presently is limited to 
offering beer and wine, plans include offering a 
selection of hard liquor. Gherardini said he is also 
looking to utilize the kitchen facilities to offer a 
sandwhich inenu at lunch time. 
Gherardini chose Charleston as a location for 
Friends & Co. for its social atmosphere. 
"I wanted a nice place for my family as. well as my 
business. There's a Jot to be said for the quiet life you 
can enjoy in a smaller community.'' 
Gherardini also owns The Windsor Pub, which has 
been in business for the past 10 years in nearby town 
of the same name. 
Two Eastern athletes charged with theft 
granted continuance, hearing Thursday 
Local farmers not unhappy 
abQut Block's resignation _, o Eastern baslcetball players 
ged in retail theft won a con­
ce Tuesday in their initial 
ance, setting their hearing 
to 9 a.m. Thursday. , 
Jerry Strickland Jr., 19, and < 
lius "Jay" Taylor, 18, were 
and charg�d with retail 
Dec. 26 on charges of stealing 
worth of film from Wilb 
l ter's , 505 W. Lincoln Ave. 
The pair had been suspended 
the team trips to Hawaii and 
Northeast Louisiana "because 
bad indicated to me that they'd 
.it," Basketball Coach Rick 
uels said. 
th were released after Samuels 
$200 bail for the pair after 
with their parents to be 
bursed . 
Taylor, a 6-foot-2 freshman 
Jay Taylor 
guard from East Aurora, has played 
in eight games averaging 8.4 points 
and 3.5 rebounds a game. 
Strickland, a 6-foot:-4 sophomore 
forward from Meridian Mounds, 
has played in six games and averages 
3 points and 1.2 rebounds a game. 
Both attend Eastern on full 
athletic scholarships and· have since 
been reinstated on the team. 
By DOUGLAS BACKSTROM 
Senior reporter 
and the Associated Press 
· Some area farmers Tuesday said 
they are glad Agriculture Secretary 
John Block resigned because they· 
believe he did not accomplish much 
- while in office . 
Block announced his resignation 
Tuesday and· it will go into effect next 
month. 
Local farmers said they were 
disappointed with his decisions as 
secretary and hope his successor does a 
better job. 
But Block, in a Washington press 
conference with his wife Susan at his 
side, said, "I've done a great deal. I've 
made a difference. 
"I believe that today, now, is the 
time to leave," he said, adding he had 
not made any definite future plans. 
Block has been secretary for almost 
five years and has presided over the 
Agriculture Department during one of 
the most tumultuous periods in recent 
U.S. agriculture history . 
Block, who went to Washington 
after serving three years as director of 
the Illinois department of agriculture, 
has been rumoured many times to quit, 
particularly in the last year. But he has 
denied the reports. 
Most farmers said they were not 
surprised when they heard he had 
planned to resign. Some farmers 
blamed him for decreasing land values. 
Land values have plummeted since 
198 1, when he took office, and have 
helped trigger the tightest financial 
squeeze on farmers since the Great 
(See LOCAL, page 7) 
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Spring semester 
presents chance 
for improvement· 
Self �confidence is key to �appiness; 
makeup may provide 'twisted' image 
The other night I wandered into a local club and, by 
chance, ran into a friend whom I hadn't seen for 
several weeks. His first reaction, before I could even 
get the usual "Hey, how is it going?" out was (and I 
quote): "OH MY GOD, you're wearing makeup!'' 
Ever read any-0f those beauty books put out by the 
Cross view: 
jani11e Fauch 
likes of Victoria Principal, Linda Evans, Morgan that makeup made a difference in my life. Wr 
Fairchild and the truly amazing Helen Gurley Brown? said truly twisted, so here it goes. 
Next time you wander past the Reading for P�easure What is your personal self-image? What is 
section at the library: stop and take a glance at some perception of the image others have of you? 
of the money-makers put out by those ladies. My personal self-image was fat. Even though I 
I suggest this not because I think they are now clown to a size 1 O skirt, my hand 
necessarily worthwhile reading material (they usually automatically go to the size 14 and above on the 
aren't), but because they make an interesting (albeit in a store. My perception of others' perception of 
somewhat twisted) point that is nothing new to those (talk about twisted) was that of the "media bi 
of you who even make an attempt at human p�sonality. Things are done my way or you 
existance. the road. As you can imagine, the combination o 
The point is not that only "attractive" people are two was deadly. The result was one very un 
"accepted," but instead that there must be millions person who was rarely seen with a smile on her 
of unhappy humans out there who felt they must Nothing I could do would make me attractive in 
base their life on their eye liner (or chest muscles for stretch_of the word_, and I, at times, carried a ch 
those of you who checked out the latest from Jim my shoulder because of it. 
Palmer and Arnold Schwarznegger). At 20, I am hardly ready to call it quits in this 
_ People today look back with a certian envy at the but that was where I was heading if the mi 
free-spirited, socially aggressive attitudes of 1960s. emotional existence I had _worked myself into 
It is curious envy since much of the_ spirit that was allowed to continue. Self-confidence is the 
alive then is still here, but just comatose in a land friend a girl has, so says Helen Gurley Brown. ( 
whose expanding upper-middle class is 'dominated my idol. Her "pencil test" is_ the only test I know 
by a paraniod social accepatance. always be able to pass.) 
You are who you are, who you are you are. We all I have another friend who presents an inter 
have these facades that we adopt for the rest of the mix of complete lack of positive self-image 
A new semester n-:ieans a new start. world. To drag a quote from a book I glanced at the amazingly brutal honesty. Whenever I introduce 
Another chance. A new beginning. Time for other night, "The man (or woman) who allows ex- to someone new, the first words I hear from the 
improvement.. pression of his �rue s�lf is very rare indeed." I party (discreetly whispered of course) are "God, 
After receiving fall semester report cards 1 wonder wh�t we re afraid of here? Would our true iiisss beautiful." However, the beautiful party s . self be "socially acceptable?" to have no real self-confidence and thus f · about a week ago, many students �Ill Stop and think about what your life is centered realize this gift and instead seems to wallow 
welcome the chance to better grade point around. If personal happiness isn't priority one, try unattractive self-image bolstered only by ex 
averages, class schedules and study reconsidering your life scene. Sure, it is .very taste in classic clothes and jewelry. 
Editorial habits
. Although the fashionable to wear paisley now, but what if you think Back to the friend in the bar. I am personally 
slates are not wiped paisley is the m?st u�attractive fabric pattern. ever now. Though- everything isn't exactly peachy 
entirely spotless the created. �arketm_g, fm�nce and general bus!ness first-quarter senior. I'm failing communication . ' are the ma1ors for incoming freshman, but what 1f you Bad days still slam into my life every now and new semester does provide new ex- want to spend your life learning about the lives of don't know my adviser's name. I argue wi 
periences and opportunities for im- ancient Sumerians? parents. My room is a mess. When someone 
provement that should not_ be allowed to Back to the friend in the bar. His reaction was "graduation," I think high school-but the o 
pass unrecognized. understandable. When we had last encountered scheme is better and "miserable" is term Ir 
Just a minute amount of extra effort on all each other I h�dn't even given a second thought to for describing rain and cold weather combined. 
, - · . the world of Chnque and Revlon, let alone mastering -The author of this column, Janine Fauc of Easter�. S students and 1nstruct?rs parts the are of one-handed eyelining. At this point in the managing editor of the The Red and Black could provide an unsurmountable difference arguement, logical sequence would lead to the belief University of Georgia. 
in performance. A difference that could lead _______ ;,...__....;... ____________________ _ 
the way to great changes. 
For example, what better time to start 
working on long-term assignments than at 
the beginning of the semester when there is 
usually little work to be completed. A small 
amount of pre-planning could prevent 
procrastination from making the semester's 
close hectic and work-filled. 
If a few minutes of time are put aside for 
planning and few hours are set aside for 
working every week, the workload during 
the first few days of ·May should be 
noticeably less. 
Another way to make the new semster go 
smoother than any before would be to read 
chapters and complete "busy" work as it is 
assigned. The same could be applied to 
instructors if they graded and returned 
assignments and tests as they are com­
pleted. Practicing this would prevent a pile 
of work from accumulating and would allow 
time for more actual studying and teaching. 
However, there is one catch. Now is the 
, ' 
YE.All £0, 71/1.s ,, is -Mtl0vr£ , L;.£.Avf/ 
/ Yoe.JR. LI c;,f.CT.S ON" 'PAR.t<.1AJa:, -PL..v) S�f., ;:::::::;;;::::!!� IS Gooo Fo'A.. 'SVSl�LS.$/ 
time to start. If the age-old bad habit of L tt II procrastination is allowed to take root in e er po c y 
your study habits during the beg�ning of ����������������������������� 
the semester, it will be almost impossible to 
shake during the end. Get the monkey off 
your back .now and work at making some 
changes toward - completing your best 
semester ever. 
But, if all else fails, the old adage "Try, try 
again" still applies. 
The Daily Eastern News welcomes letters to the 
- editor from any reader addressing issues relating to 
the campus community. 
The name and telephone number of at least one 
author must be· submitted with each letter to the 
editor. , 
Only the first three names from letters containing 
more than three authors will be published unless 
further specified. 
Letters submitted without a name 
pseudonym) or without a telephone number 
means of verifying authorships will not be 
Authorship of letters will be verified by t 
or by means otherwise specified by the a 
to publication. 
Letters should not exceed 
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t students, getting set for the new semester not only means getting 
and ID's validated, but moving back into residences. Junior Ron Tulin 
e Skarda unload their car outside Taylor Hall Tuesday; 
e increas�s loan elig ibi lity 
00 (AP)-First-time home . the first time, "  Thompson said at a · 
incomes of up to $55 ,300 news conference. "Plus, it provides 
eligible for state-financed, jobs and makes a significant con­
mortgages under the tribution to the state's economy. ' •  
Illinois" public works The mortgage program i s  part o f  $1 
, Gov. James R. Thompson billion in housing loans authorized 
y. , under the Build Illinois program. The 
te will offer more than $230 Illinois Housing Development 
iD 9.8 percent, fixed-interest Auth<5rity will issue bonds to raise 
, Thompson said. The in- money for the mortgages, and the 
are nearly three percentage bonds will be retired with proceeds 
than 'current market rates from payments on the mortgages. 
loans. Under the new income limits, more 
lously , the state-backed · than 6,000 families will be able to take 
cs were available only to advantage of the $230 million in state-
me families. backed mortgages, Thompson said. 
higher income levels, more About 1 ,200 new homes will be built 
will qualify for a program that through the program, generating more 
a chance to own a home for than 2,000 jobs . 
SIRIUS Fitness help you keep those 
Year resolutions and beat those Winter blahs! ! 
e now offer . . .  
• Morning and evening aerobics classes · • 
· • Weight train ing with free weights • 
and isolation equipment , Experienced trainers ,  
• Juice Bar, and Body Fat Anaiysis • 
• Shower and Locker facil ities • 
• Wolff Tanning Couch , Soothing Hot Tub •· 
•. Ujena Swim wear • 
WE HAVE IT ALL! ! !  
7 1  8 Jackson • 345- 1 544 
Unl imited Aerobics and Weight training 
$20°0 per month or seo Spring Semester 
1 0  Tanning Sessions s32°0 
ng Jan . 1 3  - Sirius Fitness will be offering Aerobics 
s at. . .  
Mon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 : 1 5  . . . . .  5 : 1 5  . . . . . . . . .  . 
Tues . . . . .  6 : 00 a . m  . . . . . . . . . . . 5 : 1 5  . . . .  : .  7 : 00 
Wed . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .  ·.4 : 1 5  . . . . .  5 : 1 5  . . . . . . . . .  . 
Thurs . . . .  6 : 00 a . m  . . . . . . . . . . . 5 :  1 5  . . . . . .  7 : 00 
Fri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  .- 5 :  1 5  . . . . . . . . .  . 
Sat . : . . . . . .  '. . . . . . .  1 0 : 00 a . m  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Twice weekly s 1 500 per month 
Unlimited s2000 per month 
Now to May 3 1  . . .  seo00 . 
Home rule put On bal lot 
Charleston citizens will decide outcome 
By LARRY SMITH 
Staff writer 
Charleston's City Council voted 
unanimously Tuesday to put the 
question of home rule before the voters 
in the March primary elections. 
The ballot will ask: "Shall the City 
Of Charleston become a home rule 
city?" 
Chafleston, because its population is 
less than 25,000, can only gain home 
rule status by referendum, according to 
a provision Illinois State Constitution. 
The council has been discussing the 
home rule question since Septei;nber of 
last year. With home rule, the city h{LS 
the power to create taxes which it 
cannot levy under its current form of 
government. 
City . Commissioners have hinted 
specifically that they are looking to 
create sales taxes, possibly on specific 
items including cigarettes and alcohol . 
Home rule would also allow voters 
to decide the form of government they 
want for their city . Charleston 
currently works under the commission 
form of government . 
Mayor Murray Choate said the city 
will be sending out a flyer Friday to all 
water bill recipients explaining the 
deficit Charleston is facing in the 
upcoming fiscal year. The flyer will 
also state information about home 
rule . 
A forum for the public is scheduled 
for Feb. 7, but no definite time or 
location for it has yet been set. The 
forum will be coducted by the League 
of Women Voters. 
In other · action, the council 
proclaimed Thursday as Jimmie 
Franklin Day in honor of his work with 
student athletes at Eastern. 
The proclamation states that 
Franklin had been a liason for the 
president to the athletic department 
and was instrumental in the formation 
The Passport 
Collection . . . 
of the new Gateway football con­
ference. 
Franklin, who is a history instructor 
at Eastern, will be leaving for a 
position at Vanderbilt University at the 
end of the spring semester. Com­
misioner Bruce Scism said Franklin's 
leaving will not only be a lost . to 
Eastern but to the community as well . 
The council also . proclaimed the 
week of Jan. 19 as Freedom of the 
Campus Student Press week com­
m e n d i n g  E a s t e r n ' s  · S t u d e n t  
Publications for serving as an editorial 
and advertising medium for the 
university and Charleston area. The 
week is being sponsored by the Society 
for Collegiate Journalists. 
The council also approved hiring 
Hanson Engineering Inc. to examine 
the Lake Charleston dam for repairs or 
replacement. The Springfield firm has 
done engineering surveys on the dam 
for the city in the past . 
In other business, the c_ouncil created 
the position of Building and Zoning 
Enforcement Officer and set a salary 
of $2 1 ,300 from the Department of 
C o m m u n i t y  a n d  E c o n o m i c  
Development budget. 
The position's duties include 
assisting in conducting surveys and 
layouts of properties, inspection of 
properties for compliance with city 
code and to perform inspections of 
properties upon request of the council, 
Board of Zoning and Appeals and the 
Council Executive Assistant. 
At the end of the meeting a petition 
was submitted to the council on 
changing the parking ordinance on 
Garfield A venue , between Tenth and 
Twelfth Streets. 
Residents want parking on the north 
side of the street restored and no 
parking in the daytime on the south 
side of the street. The petition was 
placed on file for public inspection. 
for the journey ahead · 
Designed for today' s  fashion conscious woman , the Herff 
Jones• Passport Collection offers the ultimate in 
contemporary styling . 
The variety of choices available , allows you to select a 
style which expresses your personality today and for 
many years to come . 
Sa le ends Fr iday 
Catalina Persuasion Fantasy 
Jntrigue Mirage Elegance Tiara 
:University Union Lobby z-..-....: 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
· - - -
SPEC IAL COU PON! 
- Receive A Free 4pt. Diamond 
With A Herff Jones Setting. 
!/��  Herff Jones College Rings lfl :IC 
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·University Board 
presents • • •  
John Cafferty , AND THE 
' , Beaver Brown Band . 
. . 
With guest 
''Flash Kahan'' . 
Tickets go on sale TOMORROW!! - . 
"""""""l'UUUIUll.IUUUUUUUUUU"""""""'�ilVV 
··::-:'.,.··::c-... ·.-.�--=·=·· ··::=:.�==-··='-·· ··= .. -=· ··=·=·· Reserved seat1· ng r·=·=·· ··=·=·· ··=·=·· ··=·=·· ··=·:·. ··=·=·· ··=-:·. ··=·=·:··=·=:. f ·d J · 24 ...... · ..: ..... �Y.h�".i!Q...:.:.·· .. ::::··.·:==··'.·�==·· . ·=:==··.·====··.·===:··.·===:··.·==::··.·===:·· •• ::::·-..:===··.·:::... n a y' an. 
Publ ic $8 
. 8:00 p.m. EIU Students $6 w/l.D.  at t he door · r · · :..  
Uni on Ticl<et Office Weel<days 9-3 pm 
Visa an� Mastercard pho�e ss· t -5 1 2 2  
Also Mazuma Re cords and Mr . Music -
\ 
LaDtz 
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News staff changes 
an nou nced for spri ng 
Several Daily Eastern "News staff members have 
�ssumed new duties at the paper . 
.Senior Lori Edwards, who was associate news 
editor ,  replaces junior Kevin McDermott as news 
editor.  McDermott has become managing editor. 
Other staff c,:hanges include senior Lisa Green, who 
was formerly editorial page editor and is now 
associate news editor . . 
Former . campus editor Amy Zurawski , a junior , 
has become editorial page editor . Sophomore Jean 
Wright takes over as campus editor . 
Former activities editor Pamela Lill , a senior .  has 
become government editor. Sophomore Michelle 
Mueller , who was assistant Verge editor , takes over 
as activities editor . 
Coleman __ from ·page 1 
second floor . 
•$349, 1 00 for the reroofing of both Physical Science 
buildings, the Power Pla?it , Lantz Gym, Blair Hall ,  
McAfee Gym and Coleman Hall . 
n Scheller gets his I D  picture taken in the 
Ballroom during registration Tuesday. Add-
drops begin Wednesday and wil l  continue through 
the end of the week. 
The IBHE budget must be approved by the 
General assembly and signed by Gov. James 
Thompson before Eastern can receive any funds for 
capital improvements . The budget will go before the 
legislature in July . 
________ from page 1 
s, but it is a budget that 
our highest priorities , ' '  he 
The 8 percent (salary) increase 
ty is the best part of the 
endations because we have 
·ng behind . 
is absolutely critical that we 
and retain good faculty. "  
is expected to receive about 
'on more in funding than was 
in the 1 986 budget . If ap­
in Springfield , Eastern's  1 987 
will total $4 1 .6 million. 
increase gives us funding for 
nal faculty positions in big 
areas like math and ac-
' Rives said . " It also 
s additional funds for in­
nal equipment. Those are two 
s we very much need . ' '  
'budget also provides about $6. 5  
. for building projects at 
, including about $6 million for 
nstruction of an addition to 
Hall to house the College of 
d of Governors Chancellor 
Layzell also expressed his 
al of the IBHE's  action. 
find the (budget) recom­
tions very responsive to the 
d the state's needs , ' '  he said:  
real winners are the people of 
and the students of universities · 
unity colleges . "  
the opening address o f  the 
, IBHE executive Director 
Wagner described the budget 
bitious, ' '  because "the state' s  
fo r  economic development i s  
itious program . 
er education is playing a 
role in the qualitative im­
ent of schools in the state's  
�conomic development efforts , "  
Wagner said . 
Although the I BHE approved the 
budget, Rives, Layzell and U of I 
President Stanley Ikenberry expect the 
budget to face slight cuts before 
gaining final approval in Springfield. 
" It 's  traditional that there' s  a 
modest reduction between this action 
and the General Assembly and the 
Governor, "  Rives said . " It 's  possible 
we may not see all of what is recom­
mended here . "  
Ikenberry said he believes the biggest 
struggle for the budget lies ahead in 
Springfield . 
" I ' m  still struck and gepressed by 
the crushing reality in the decline of 
state funding for higher education in 
the last 12 years , "  he said.  
"If we're serious. about quality and 
building economic growth, Illinois 
must stop the slide in funding for 
higher education. 
" The people and representatives of  
Illinois have a tremendous challenge to 
· make sure we don't  short change the 
young people of today and the 
future, ' ;  he said . " We must join forces 
to secure these recommendations . "  
Layzell said he believes the budget 
recommendations· " deserve our 
vigorous support (for passage) in the 
legislature . "  
· 
Other key proposals in the budget 
include: 
•A 1 4 . 1 percent funding increase for 
state scholarships .  
• $ 1 3 . 5  million to improve · un­
dergraduate education. 
•$8 million aimed at minorities, in­
cluding financial aid and scholarships 
for students in the health professions 
to work in needy areas . 
Get in 
FREE ' 
with this ad 
· ·TO NIGHT 
Good Onl y  1 /8/86 3 4 8 - 8 3 8 7  
Shop The News Classifieds!  
local ___ � ____ from page 3 
Depression of the 1 930s . 
Paul Wetzel , a Charleston farmer , 
said he has no positive thoughts about 
Block . " He listened to Reagan too 
much on all policy making, ' '  he said . 
One Ashmore farmer,. who did not 
want to give his name, simply said, 
"We didn 't have anything and it 
doesn't look like we're going to get 
anything. ' '  
He said although he did not know 
who is going to be Block 's successor, 
the outcome does not look promising . 
An A,rcola farmer said he was 
surprised to hear about Block's 
resignation. 
" It ' s  a big surprise, ' '  Jim Grimm, 
Branch manager at Cooperative Grain 
Co . ,  said . " He was trying to pass a 
farm loan bill for such a long time and 
I 'm surprised he gave it up . "  
Dave Gilbert, a Hindsboro farmer, 
said he too was disappointed with 
Block's performance. . 
" It took him so long to decide on the 
farm bill and they still don't have it 
completely figured out , ' '  Gilbert said . 
ELECTIVE 
COURSES 
.SPRING, 1 986 
ENGLISH • • .  3903 
' Female Tradition ' 
1 300 MWF-Brayfield 
Health Ed • • •  3560 
'Women's Health ' 
0930 TR-Woods 
Home Ee . . .  2831 
'Women in Society' 
1 400 MWF-Coakley 
Soc • . . . . . . .  3903 
- 'Sex Roles' 
1 900 M-Magal is 
Sr. Semi nar . . EIU 401 3 
'Women 's Issues' 
1 500 M-Helwig . 
The farm bill, signed by President 
Reagan on Dec . 23 , has been viewed by 
Block as a stepping stone away from 
strict government controls on farmers 
toward more " market-oriented " 
policies . 
Although most farmers are not sure 
what they would consider a "good" 
agriculture secretary and are not sure 
what to look forward to in a successor, 
one agriculture official said he believes 
Block "served quite well . "  
John Campbell , dean o f  the 
agriculture department at the 
University of Illinois-Champaign, said, 
"He served the farming community 
well and was responsive to the farmers' 
needs . "  
I n  addition, Campbell said Block' s  
successor will have t o  d o  a s  good o f  a 
job as he did. " His successor has to 
continue research . in production and 
marketing efficiency, "  he said . 
" We have 300,000 species of plants 
and we only use two-soy beans and 
corn . His successor has to do research 
to produce those other crops, ' '  he said . 
Jr1:-
". . ....... ' 
ON THE SQUARE 
CHARLESTON, IL 
Every Wednesday 
Ladies N i_g ht 
8 p . m .  to close1 
NIGHTHAWK 
DINER 
Open Late 
After Bars ! 
Tr our 
BLUEPLATE 
SPECIAL . 
. 
" 
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Keepi ng Free Presses Free . 
. . 
. Freedom of the Campus 
Student Press Month 
Jan uary 1 986 
,J 
Hear ye, 
hear ye.I 
W H E REAS N ational  
Freedom . of the C8mpus 
Pre8s Student Press Day 
may be · observed on 
Sunday , January 1 9 , 
1 986, the birth date of 
Robert E. Lee, who, as 
presfdent of Waehlngton. 
and Lei Colege, was the • 
flist college president to ...i 
call for the · teaching of � 
)ournaHsm on college 
campuaes, and 
WHEREAS the Society of 
ProfeseiOl'Mll Joumallats, 
ocaepMect1a:Advise{a anc1 
the SootetV tor Coleglate ,. 
JOumlli8tS haV8 WOi'ked to 
fhiP(Ove N atmoapnete of 
f r e e d o m  a n d  a c·- $ 
complishment for coUege � 
student pubDcations, and 
WHEREAS ·many campus 
members of these groups 
are vigorous leaders and 
staff members of college 
student publications, and 
W H E R E A S t h e s e  
organizations urge all • 
campus and professional 
chapters , all student 
publications and all other 
journalistic media of the 
nation to join together in 
o bservin g  • •  the 1 986 
celebration o f  Freedom of 
·the Campus Student Press 
Month , 
THEREFORE be it  
resolved that Eastern • 
Illinois Unive.rsfty's Student 
Publicatiorat and� tot 
Cel1"iate. J00tMV$t& · ·� has ·  1 S:-:2& f; 
N!� 
· The First Amendment 
Congress shal l. make no law respecting 
an establfshment of rel ig ion , or prohibiting 
the free Exercise thereof ; or abridging the 
freedom of speec h ,  or of the press;  or. 
the right of the people peaeeably to 
assemble,  and to petition the government 
for a redress of grievances. 
Watch for details.· about upcoming events scheduled to celebrate 
Freedom of the Cam pus Student Press Week at Eastern. . . 
.. 
• 
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PAUL KLATT I Staff Photographer 
get set for the approaching semester by picking up their books 
Textbook Library. 
· · 
. . 
xtbook Library eXtend.s hours 
Textbook Library, located 
south end of Pemberton 
will continue to have -ex­
hours for sprip.g semester 
pickup W ednesd.ay �d 
y. ,  
• library, which us'Ually 
at 4:30 p.m. , will be open 
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. both days, 
book Library Director 
Sandefer said. The library 
resume its regular 'hours - · 
y. 
def er said · students must 
' . 
present their ID or paid fee cards 
to receive their books. 
Students are not required to Piel\ UP-/ their ...books during the 
first' w�k of classes, he added. 
'·-. They � be obtained anyti1t1e 
dutjng the semes�er with the 
proper identification. 
Jn attempt to alleviate waiting 
in long 'lines, Sandefer said past 
y.ears have shown the times with 
v the least amount of traffic to be 
from 8 to 9:30 a .m.  and after 4 
p.m. 
[Junior Concept) 
OFF 
Winter ·sale! ! 
Choose from our entire 
Stock of Winter · 
• Dresses 
• Sweaters 
• Tops 
No Layaways! 
No Refunds! 
No Exchanges! 
All Sales 
Are Final!! 
Use Your 
• Slacks 
• Skirts 
• Novelty 
Jackets 
Junior 
Concept 
West Park Plaza 
�· or f..;.,-1 ___J . •  > ../  " . 
Un ion Board sets me�ting 
The Union Board will meet at 4 p.m. 
Thursday in the Union Scharer Room. 
Union Board Chairman JJill Clark 
said Tuesday the board will not 
conduct any business. The meeting will 
be an organizational one to decide 
regular meeting times for the .semester. 
The board, which serves in an ad­
visory capacity to· the Union, has l _l 
voting members. 
. Eight of the members are students 
appointed by the : Student Body 
President . Three ·Faculty Senate 
members also serve on the board. 
The board handles complaints about 
U n ion procedures and m a kes 
recommendations concerning financial 
and operational policies of the Union. 
Add ldrops start th is week 
Add/drops begin at 8 : 30 a .m.  0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . .  - . . . . .  l l :30 a . m .  
· Wednesday i n  the Union Ballroom. 1 . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • •  ; . . . . .  1 2:00 p.m. 
Students who need to add classes 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . .  1 2 :30 p . m .  
should bring their IDs. The schedule 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . 1 : 00 p . m. 
for add/drops is according to the last Add/drops will continue from 1 -
number in a student's Social Security . 3 : 30 p .m.  Thursday $nd Friday in the 
Number. · Union Ballroom. Friday is the last day 
Wednesday for adding classes. ' 
4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8:30 a.m. Drop cards, which; will be available 
5 • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . •  9:oo a.m. · durfng add/drops and in the 
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m. Registration Office, .should be put· in 
7 . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10:00 a.m. " the drop box located outside the 
8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10:30 a.m, - Registration Office in· McAfee's south 
9 . . . .  .' .  � . • . . . . . . . . . . . .  U :00 a.m. · basement . · · \ · 
Petitions avai lable for five seats - · _ 
on Student Senate in  sprir1ig term 
. Five Student Senate seats are open . removed from senate' after holding the 
for spring semester. office illegally. · · 
Petitions for the three at large seats, Carmin was removed in late 
one off�campus and one . Residence November after it was, learned that he 
Hall seat can be picked up in the was not enrolled at Eastern for the fall 
Student Government office -and must semester. 
be returned by 5 p.m. Jan. 27, Senate Ron Wesel and Janice Horseman 
Speaker Joe O'Mera said. also resigned from their off-campus 
John Durante resigned from his seat and residence hall seats . 
while Joe O'Mera vacated his seat Th� senate will meet Jan. 1 5 ,  
when elected speaker. The third seat however the open seats will not be 
became open when John Carmin was filled until their Jan. 29 meeting. · 
A NEW PLACE 
TO PAY YOUR PHONE BILL 
The Illinois Consolidated 
Telephone Company Office 
in Thomas Hall has moved to the 
Consolidated Communication Center 
The last day of business at Thomas Hall was Dec . 20 
There will still be a drop off box at the 
Cashier's Stand -. · Student Union 
and 
1 
· 
. 805 7th Street . . . 
1 This move has been made as the first step in · updating 
the billing procedure for student accounts . New bills 
will include a computer payment card and it will be · 
important the entire bill be paid at the same time to 
· avoid confusion . 
· 
The Consolidated Communication Center 
· is located at 638 W. Lincoln (next to 
Baskin Robbins in the West Park Plaza) . 
Store hours : 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.  Mon . . - Fri . 
9 a.m. - 5 p .m. Sat . 
Telephone number for questions 
regarding EIU student billing 
345-9971 
llinois Consolid8ted 
Telephone Company 
� ·· 
r 
,.. 
Wednesaay's  · 
Classified January 8 ,  t 986 ads 
Report error• lfltr•ledlately a t  511-211 2. A correct 
wlll appeer In th• next edHlon. Uni... notHled, 
cannot be reaponalbl• for an Incorrect ad after It• 
lnaertlon. Deedlln• 2 p.m. prevloua day. 
·--:Wednesday ' s  
Digest 
Help Wanted tf Help Wanted 
Think Summer Now! Summer 
jobs are getting more and more 
difficult to find. However, if you 
I. join the Illinois · N. 
ational Guard 
before Apr 1 , we'll guarantee 
you a summer job for the next 
two summers paying you at 
MODELS NEEDED: MALE 
OR FEMALE MODELS FOR 
LIFE DRAWING CLASS 2:00· 
4:00 MWF. IF INTERESTED, 
C A L L  5 8 1 - 3 4 1 0  T O  
ARRANGE INTERVIEW. 
________ 1 /13 
ONE MALE SUBLEA 
FOR 3 BEDROOM, 3 PER 
A P A R T M E N T- Yo  B L O C  
FROM CAMPUS ON FOUR 
STREET. RENT NEGOTIAB 
CALL 345-3891. 
least $11 00 per summer! Plus 
TV Crossword you·1 1  receive free college -iilii••••••••illl•••••••••••••••••••••• tuition $5000 for educational 'll expenses, and other great ff Roommates 
Female roommate ne 
for spring semester. New 
bedroom apartment. 0 
ROOM! Y2 block from buzzar 
581-5505, 618-594-2585. 
________ 1 / 1 
6�00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3, 15, 17-News 
9-Barney Miller 
1 0-Newlywed Game 
12-MacNeil, Lehrer 
38-Entertainment Tonight 
6:05 p.m. 
5-Mary Tyler Moore 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Happy Days 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Bob Newhart 
1 0-Price is Right 
1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
17-Newlywed Game 
38-Three's Company 
6:35 p.m. 
Sanford and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 15-Highway to Heaven 
3-College Basketball: Illinois 
at Michigan 
9-Movie: "The McMasters." 
(1'970) Violent tale of racial 
conflicts in the post-Civil War 
Southwest. Benjie: Brock 
Peters. Neal: Burl Ives. Rovin: 
Nancy Kwan. White Feather: 
David Carradine. 
· 
10-Mary 
1 2-lndia Speaks 
17 , 38-Jnsiders 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Easy Come, Easy 
Go." ( 1 967) An ex-Navy 
frogmar1 (Elvis Presley) sets 
out to retrieve sunken 
treasure in waters off the 
California coast. Dina: Pat 
Priest. Jo: Dodie Marshall. 
7:30 p.m. 
1 0-Foley Square 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 15-Blacke's Magic 
10-Movie: "Agatha Christie's 
ACROSS 
' Dead Man's Folly'." In this 
intriguing and witty 1 986 TV· 
movie , Belgian detective 
Hercule Poirot (Peter Ustinov) 
is asked by mystery writer 
Ariadne Oliver (Jean 
Stapleton) to snoop at an 
English manor, where she 
senses that something foul is 
afoot. 
12-World 
17 , 38-Dynasty 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 15-St. Elsewhere 
3-Mary 
9-News 
1 2-lndia Cabaret 
17 , 38-Hotel 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Portrait of America 
9:30 p.m. 
3-Foley Square 
.9-INN News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2,3, 10, 15, 17-N.ews 
9-WKRP in Cincinnati 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twilight Zone 
1 0:05 p.m 
5-Movie: "GI Blues." (1960) 
In West Germany, three Gls 
form a musical combo to raise 
money so they can open a 
nightclub after they leave the 
service. EIVis Presley, Juliet 
Prowse. 
. 1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 15-Tonight 
3-Movie: "Agatha Christie's 
' Dead Man's Folly'." See 8 
p.m. for details. 
9-Trapper John, M.D. 
10-T.J. Hooker 
12-Movie: "The Male 
Animal." (1942) Delightful 
version of the Thurber-Nugent 
honored their 
King 
t Father of 
Judaism 
play about an idealistic 
college professor (Henry 
Fonda) who entertains his 
wife's old flame. Olivia de 
Havilland, Jack Carson, Joan 
Leslie, Hattie McDaniel. 
1 7-WKRP in Cincinnati 
38-Sanford "and Son 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 7-Nightline 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
· 1 1 :30 p.m. 
2, 15-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
9-Movie: "When the 
Legends Die." (1972)  Above­
average character study of a 
neophyte Indian rodeo rider 
and the fatherly con man who 
exploits him. Red: Richard 
Widmark. Tom: Frederic 
Forrest. Mary: Luana Anders. 
Meo: Vito Scotti . Dr . Wilson: 
Herbert Nelson. 
1 7-0ne Day At A Time 
38-Nightline 
1 1 :40 p.m. 
1 O-Movie: "Deadline" 
( 1981 ) stars Barry Newman 
as a journalist on a story 
about terrorists with a nuclear 
weapon. Ashby: Bill Kerr. 
Gillian: Trisha Noble. Towie: 
' Bruce Spence. 
Midnight 
1 7-News 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 2:1 5 •.m. 
5-Movie: "Force of Arms." 
( 1951) Honest, well-acted 
World War II romantic drama 
involving a sergeant (William 
Holden) with a WAC officer 
(Nancy Olson) in Italy. 
1 2:30 a.m. 
2,3-News 
1 Vichy and 
Evian 
5 Queen of - : 
61 Deluge 
survivor 
lt Apostle known 
· as Levi 
36 Behindhand-
41 Companion of 
Paul 
42 Lamb of God 
43 The Ascension 
was one I Kings 10:  1 lO Nutmeg 
product 
14 Pope, in Assisi 
15 St.-John's­
bread 
. 16 Grandfather of 
Enos 
17 Nucleus locale 
· 18 Harshness 
19 Turns tawny 
20 Of a set of 10 
22 Mary's busy 
sister 
24 Not care -­
for 
25 Uh follower 
26 Chief scene of 
Jesus's 
ministry 
29 Horsemanship 
32 Novelist 
· 
Ehrenburg 
33 Vamoose 
35 • ' The mouth of 
a righteous 
man is a -­
of life" : 
Prov . 10 : 1 1 
37 Saturate 
38 Aviv preceder 
39 Aunt , in Avila 
40 Evaluation 
42 wcall Me 
--, " Berlin 
musical · 
44 Attempt 
45 Fished with a 
large net 
47 Retort 
49 Month, to St .  
Dominic 
50 Portrayal 
51 Skim 
54 Glanced off _ 
57 Origin 
58 Rebekah's 
husband 
60 Kings who 
62 Michael or • 
Raphael, e.g. 
63 Second son of 
Judah 
64 Salvation --
65 City in the 1 
Ruhr 
66 Goose of Maui 
DOWN 
1 Nail or old 
plane 
2 Meat paste 
3 Revelations 
4 City built by 
King Omri 
5 Grates 
& Acclaim 
7 Unit of energy 
8 Flourish 
1 1  A wife of Esau 
12 Wedding site in 
John 2 : 1  
1 3  Lingen's river 
21 Eighth Arabic 
letter 
23 Scamper 
26 Substance 
27 Fugard's "A 
Lesson From 
28 0utward : 
Anat. 
29 Cheekbone 
30 Scerie of the 
arrest of Jesus 
31 "Ash Wednes­
day" poet 
34 Sea crossed in 
Exodu8 
See page 1 1  for answers 
44 Proverbs 
author 
46 Part of N.T.  
48 Spanish 
preposition 
51 Rude one 
52 Gad about 
53 Laborer of old 
54 Norman city 
55 Actor Richard 
56 Last Supper 
verb 
57 Nucleotide 
chain 
59 Farming : 
Abbr. 
benefits. If you are 1 7 years 
old or older cal l  us now at 258· 
6381 or toll free 1-800-252· 
2972. Shake off those winter 
blahs! Think summer! 
________ 1/1 7 
Delivery people needed. 
Must have own car and proof 
of insurance. Apply in person 
Monday through Friday bet­
ween 1 and 4 at Jimmy Johns, 
1417 4th St. Charleston. 
----�---1/8 
Drivers for Domino's Pizza, 
must have valid drivers license, 
car insurance, own car. Must 
be willing to work nights. Start 
at minimum wage plus com' 
mission. 611 Seventh St. 
________1/14 
Female subleaser wanted 
immediately. Reduced rent. 
Call 345-2849 or 348-0973. 
Ask for Sheri Morris. 
________ 1/10 
NEEDED: ONE ROOMMATE 
TO SHARE A HOUSE. OWN 
B E D R O O M ,  CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS, $140.00/MONTH, 
UTILITIES INCLUDED. CALL 
JOHN 348-8990. 
-----.,.....-:-:--=-1 /13 Roomate needed for Spring 
Semester. Big spacious 
· house- close to campus. First 
mo. payed for-rent $155.00 
included all utilities. Call 345· 
1378. 
_1/13 
S U B LEASER NEEDED 
Youngstown Apt. $ 1 35 
month. 1 Roommate neede·� ' 
live with 3 others. 345-78!1 
or 345-5304. 
Non-Smoking female t 
share my 3 bedroom home 
completely furnished. Clean 
quiet, modern. Near stadium 
$200/month, share utiliti 
345-2564. 
-campus clips ·. 
Roses of Sigma Tau Gamma Plege Class will • 
have a mandatory meeting Wednesday, Jan. 8 at 
7 p.m. in the Union Walkway._ 
American Marketing Asaoclatlon will have a 
, membership drive Jan. 8 - 14 from 9 a.m. - 3 
p.m. in the Union Walkway. Old members whose 
membership expires in Jan. can pay their new 
dues . at the Union table or at the first meeting, 
Jan. 14 at 7 p.m. in the Life Science Building, 
. ro� �1. · 
Campus Clips are published daily, free of 
charge, as a public service to the campus. Clips 
should be submitted to The Dally Eastern News 
office by noon one business day before date 
be published (or date of event) . Inform 
should include event, name of spon 
organization (spelled out - no Greek le 
abbreviations), date, time and place of e 
plus any other pertinent information . • Name 
phone number of submitter must be inclu 
Clips containing conflicting or confusing 
formation will not be run if submitter- cannot 
contacted. Clips will be edited for 
available. Clips submitted after noon of dea � day cannot be guaranteed publication. Clips 
be run one day only for any event. No clips 
• be taken by phone. ' 
" DO-it-you rself " C LASSIFIED AD FORM 
Name 
Phone 
Address 
Ad to read : 
U nder classificatior:i of : 
Dates to run ________ _ 
Student? - O Yes O No ( please check one) 
C LASSIFIED AD I N FORMATION 
COST : 1 4 cents· per word f irst day , 1 0 cents per word each consecuti 
day thereafter ( minimum 1 O words ) .  Student rate is half price and ad MUS 
be paid for in advance . 
PLE ASE : no checks for amounts less than $ 1  . 00 .  
PLEASE print neatly . Don't  use Greek symbols . 
Fi l l  out this form and cut out from newspaper.  Place ad and money in 
envelope and deposit in the Ne ws drop-box in the Union by 2 p. m. one 
business day before it is to run . During the summer semester the News wiA 
be published Tuesdays and Thursdays only . 
Ads may be submitted in person by coming to the Ne ws office , located in 
the Buzzard Educatior:i Bui lding , North Gym . Office hours are 8 : 00 a . m .  t 
4 : 30 p . m .  M onday through Friday . · 
Legitimate Lost & Found ads are run FREE for three days,  but dates t 
, run must be specified . There is a l imit of 1 5  words per ad . 
All political ads M UST contain the .words " Paid for by" and the name 
the person/organization paying for the ad . No political ad can be run witho 
this information .  
· 
The Ne ws reserves Jhe right t0 edit or refuse ads considered l ibelous 
in bad taste . 
Method of payment : O Cash D C  heck (please check one) · 
ednesday's 
�---__,1 /1 0 
women. 1 41 5 
th house from 
345-3845. $ 1 00 
Ullllee lncluded . 
______ 1/1 0 
llze refrigerators 
now. Phone 348-
_______ 1 /00 
Apartment. Also 
for men. Close to 
• RENTAL SER-
5·3100. 
'"'-_____ 1/10 
and fall, 2 bedroom 
. Heritage Woods 
Will be newly 
; 4 people. Year 
7746. 
______ 1/14 
bedroom trailer with 
water, and garbage 
d. $ 1 6 0 .  month . 
Mickey Bickers at 
508. 
0:------:---1 /14 bedroom furnished 
, $200. month plus 
• No pets. First and last 
8 rent plus $100. 
deposit. 345-7 4 71 . 
;.,..._----,-.....,-- ..,-1/10 needed for 1 
apt. Across street 
ClllllpUS. Call 348-7575 
5945. 
_1/9 
For Sale 
8me: Nikko receiver 30 
per channel , Sanyo 
Tape deck, and a 
et lqualizer 1 O band 
ehannel for $250. Call 
7296 and ask for John. 
1/10 
Classified adS Report errors lmmecti.tety •t 581 -211 2. A correct •d will •ppemr In th• next edition. Uni... notHled, we c•nnot be r�albl• for an Incorrect •d •ft• Its first lnawtlon. Deadline 2 p.m. prevtoua d8y. t t 
<( Lost/Found <l A nnouncr mrn t s <:J A n noun.cr m r n t s <)' A nnounc r m r n t s  a:::;;::l- A nnounC'r m � n t �  
Lost a red glass case with 
lzod g lasse s .  P L E A S E  
RETURN. Call 2969. 
________ 1 /7 
FOUND 1 pair of ladles 
glasses In a lavender colored 
case . Calin at room 204 . 
Coleman Hall. 
_ ___;.. ______ 1 /8 
Lott: set of keys on Grey "I" 
keychaln before break. Call 
Chris 345-9469. 
________ 1 1 1 0  
<l. A n nounct- m r n t s 
ROMANS PARTYl l l  Wed­
nesday night at Page One 
Tavern. All-You-Can-Drink 9-
12. Quarter Beers 1 2- 1 . 
Romans $2.50,  Non-Romans 
$3.00. 
________ 1/8 
Caley, I hope you had a 
Merry Christmas. I'm looking 
forward to sharing the New 
Year with you. You're a terrific 
Mom! Love, your Delta Zeta 
baby, Jennifer. 
________ 1/8 
Start off the Semester Right! 
Alpha Sigma Tau Movie Rush. 
January 9, 7 : 30 p.m. 
________ 1 /8 
Welcome Back Balloon 
Special ! ! Assorted Balloon 
Bouquet only $9.95. Noble's 
Flower Shop. 503 Jefferson. 
Call 345- 7007 . 
________ 1/10 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU SPRING 
RUSH. JANUARY 9, 7 : 30 
p.m. 
________ 1/8 
ROMANS PARTY! ! !  Wed­
nesday night at Page . One 
Tavern. All·You-Can-Drink 9-
12. Quarter Beers 12-1. 
Romans $2.50, Non-Romans 
$3.00. 
________ 1/8 
EIU KARATE CLUB Now in 
the Union Gallery (under the 
Bowling alley) . M, W, 3 to 5.  
________1/10 
Welcome back' E . 1 . U .  
Students! Take advantage of 
our holiday rates at the 
European Tan Spa. 345-9111 . 
________ 1/15 
ROMANS PARTY ! ! !  Wed­
nesday night at Page One 
Tavern. All-You-Can-Drink 9-
12. Quarter Beers 12-1. 
Romans $2.50, Non-Romans 
. $3.00. 
________ 1 /8 
SPEND A NITE AT THE 
MOVIES WITH ALPHA SIGMA 
TAU! JANUARY 9, 7 : 30 p.m.  
________1/8 
Puzzle Answers 
s p A S I S H E B A  I 11 A C E  
p A p A I C A R O B  I A 0 A II 
A T  0 .. I R I G O R  I T A N S  
0 E C A 0 A L •  II A R T  H A •  
-- A R A P - - H  u If --
G A  L I L E E 
.. . !L!.I I L y A I S � R A M  I� LJ, s 0 P - T E L J:J� T E  S T I II A 0 A II H 0 T 
I S E I N E  o •  R I ·  p 0 S T E  
-- II E s - R 0 L E  --
I B R 0 
R 0 0 T 
N 0 A H 
A R  II y 
w s  E l  
I I S A 
I A N G  
I H E R 
I A R - E o  
A C  I II A G  I 
E L I 0 N A N  
N E  N E  N E  
Sign 
Now! 
PINETREE 
APARTMENTS 
Spend a Nite at the Movies 
with the Alpha Sigma Tau! 
January 9, 7 : 30 p.m. 
________ 1 /8 
Winter coat taken by mistake 
from Mom's Saturday before 
finals. Need desparately. Light 
tan, thigh-length, with beige 
large checks. Beige gloves in 
pockets. Reward for in­
formation. Please call 345-
9605 . 
________ 1 /9 
KEEP ABORTION LEGAL 
AND SAFE. Join NARAL. Free 
referal. 345-9285. 
______ c/M,ROO 
G O V E R N M EN T  J O B S .  
$ 1 6,040 - $59, 230 yr. Now 
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000-
Ext. R-9997 ,  for current 
federal list. 
______ c/W, F2/1 4 
EIU KARATE CLUB-Union 
Gallery. Mon ,  Wed, 3 to 5 .  
________1/1 0 
A m e r i c a n  M a r k e t i n g  
Assosciation is holding a 
membership drive from Jan 8-
1 4, in the Union walkway. 
From 9:00 a.m. - 3 : 00 p.m. Be 
a part of EIU's largest 
organization on campus! All 
majors are welcome. 
________ 1 /1 4  
CHICAGO BEARS Black-N­
Blues Brothers Posters for 
sale. $2.00.  Call 5791 . 
________1/13 
To . AMA members who 
joined in the fall of 84, your 
membership will exsptre tt.is 
month and we encourage all of 
you to rejoin our organization. 
Join in the Union at the tables 
Jan 8- 1 4, from 9 a.m.- 3 p.m.  
·Be a part of the largest 
organization . on campus. An 
investment in your . prof­
fessional future. 
________ 1/14 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Doonesbury 
M;xEl\ �UtS 
1£ 
CANT 
l/N5W&/( _ 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Reach out and touch someone ____________________ __ 
- K A �---"" ----�*''·· · · ---'f�,�� ' 
• 
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AND RECREATION 1-M SPORTS 
Lantz Building Rm 1 4 7 
DIR ECTO R :  Dr. Dave Outler ASST . DIRECTO R :  Julie Smith SECRETARY: 9arol Baley . PHO NE:  58 1 -282 1 
ENTRY- DEADLINE 
Basketball (Men , Women) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Thursday, Jan . 1 6  
Racquetball Singles (Men ,  Women) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Thursday, Jan . 23 
Volleyball (Co-Rec) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Wednesday, Jan . 29 
Bowling (Men, Women) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Wednesday, Jan. 29 
ACTIVITY INFORMATION 
BASKETBALL: Team manager enters team at l .M. Office by selecting a 
Mon./Wed. or a Tues./Thurs. League. No separation of leagues by ability, 
however stronger teams usually play in Lantz while less skilled teams play in 
McAfee Leagues. Teams supply own same colored jerseys with number or 
name on back. Teams also supply a scorer/timer. 
TEAM ROSTERS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNLESS ALL PLA YEAS HAVE 
SIGNED THE ROSTER BEFOREHAND. 
AN INDIVIDUAL MAY PLAY ON ONE TEAM ONLY. 
RACQUETBALL SINGLES: Separate Men's & Women's leagues with five 
individuals playing round-robin tourneys, one match per week. Depending on 
the number of entries Who. play at least 3 of their round-robin matches; one, 
two or three single elimination All-University playoff tourneys will be structured 
with the participants' records determining the level of tourney they will be 
placed in. A match equals best 2 of 3 games. Members of �he Racquetball 
Sport Club who compete in off-campus tourneys are ineligible to compete in · 
this Intramural tourney. A validated ID or Fae/Staff red card required to enter at 
the I M  Office. 
· 
VOLLEYBALL1 No separation of leagues by skill level this year. Only 1 former 
intercoffegiate team member (after a 2 year layoff) or one sport club member 
allowed on each team. Each co-rec team consists of 3 men & 3 women . 
Match is. best 2 of 3 1 5  point games. STANDINGS BASED ON PERCENT OF 
GAMES WON. All teams enter. playoffs. 
BOWLING: Enter at Intramural Office this year. Leagues are: 
Monday, 4 • 6 p .m.  - Men's Independent 
Tuesday, 4 • 6 p.m.  - Women's Sorority 
Thursday, 4 • 6 p .m.  - Men's Fraternity 
Friday, 4 • 6 p .m .  - Women's Independent 
Eight team leagues. Round robin with roll offs for teams winning % or more of 
games. Roll off winners receive intramural Champion T-Shirts. Also, shirts to 
high average,  high series & high game for both men's and women's leagues. 4 
players per team. 3 game match. 75% Handicap leagues. Cost is 7Q¢ per line 
plus shoes cost 25¢ . Complete set of rules at Intramural Office. 
INTRAMURAL FREE THROW CONTEST 
HAS BEEN RESCHEDULED FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 1 2th on 
the Lantz Main Floor. Watch this page in future weeks for time and 
further details 
· 
· LANTZ/MCAFEE/BUZZARD 
FACILITY RECREATION HOURS 
Facility 
Lantz Gym 
Fieldhouse 
Lantz Pool 
Lantz Wt Rm 
Raquetball Cts 
McAfee Wt Rm 
Buzzard Pool 
Mon-Thurs 
1 7 pm- 1 1 pm 
S pm- 1 1 pm 
7 pm-9 pm 
2 pm-9 pm 
8 am- 1 1 pm 
4 pm-8 pm 
1 2· 1  & 
4-5 :30 pm 
Friday 
7 pm- 1 0 pm 
8 pm- 1 1 pm 
7 pm-9 pm 
noon-8 pm 
8 am- 1 0 pm 
closed 
1 2· 1  & 
4·5 :30 pm 
Saturday 
noon- 1 0  pm 
noon- 1 0  pm 
2-5 & 7-9 pm 
1 pm-5 pm 
S am- 1 0 pm 
closed 
closed 
Sunday 
1 0  am- 1 0  pm 
1 0  am- 1 0 pm 
2·5 & 7-9 pm 
1 pm-5 pm 
1 0 am- 1 0 pm 
closed 
closed 
THE LANTZ, MCAFEE, AND BUZZARD FACILITIES WILL 
BE OPEN DURING THE REGU LAR HOURS INDICATED 
ABOVE ON MONDAY, JANUARY 20th, Martin Luther King 
Jr. 's  Birthday. 
. FACULTY-STAFF & FAMI LY 
RECREATION PROGRAM 
All faculty and staff members and their spouses may 
participate in Intramural and Free play activities by paying 
$ 1  O .  00 per year fee. Children of faculty and staff members 
may utilize the Free Play facilities from 6:00 p.m. on Fridays 
through 6:00 p.m. on Sundays for the same $ 1 0.00 per 
child fee. (Maximum family fee--$50 . 00).  Program 
· regulations include: 
1 . Children must register at the 1-M Office, room 1 4  7 ,  
Lantz lower level at north end of hallway and obtain a 
handstamp authorizing their presence in the building. 
2 .  All children under 1 2 years of age · must be ac­
companied by an adult member of the family over the age of 
1 8  who is responsible for their conduct . 
3. Notify the lifeguard if older children cannot swim. 
4 .  You must be 1 3  or over to enter the weightroom. 
5 .  Children may not bring guests. Liability factors decree 
that this rule be rigidly observed by the members .  
6 .  Adults may bring adult guests on occasion. Obtain 
guest pass at Intramural Office . 
7 .  Personal valuables are each member's personal 
responsibility .  
Obtain Cards at Intramural Office in person or call 282 1 to 
have Appl ication form sent to you . 
' .-----------.... 111111111 1111111 1111111--11111111 11111mm--------------------� 
BUZZARD POOL RENTAL POLICY WALLYBALL : ' 
I N D I V I D U A L S  O R  G R O U P S  M A Y  R E S E R V E  H A N D · 
BALURACQUETBALL COURTS Nos. 2 , 3 ,  4 or 5 FOR WALLEYBALL. 
Walleyball nets, balls and eyelets for attaching nets to wall plates are , 
l checked out from the Intramural Office. · 
For those not in the know, walleyball is volleyball played in the hand­
ball/racque.tball court using 2 , 3 or 4 players per team. Rules available at 
• . the IM Office . · 1 
- - " r- -
RACQU ETBALL COU RT RESERVATIONS 
Reservations may be made beginning at noon Thursday at 
the 1 -M Office.  Reservations are made two days in advance. 
No telephone reservations allowed. An individual may 
reserve one court every other day. A validated stude.nt I. D. 
card or FaciStaff Recreation Card is required. 
PLEASE DON'T LEAVE YOUR SPORTS EQUIPMENT OR CLOTHING 
LYING AROUND. If you don't have a locker or lock, bring 1 0¢ and use a 
locker at the west end of the Racquetball court hallway. 
· 
The Buzzard Pool may be r"eserved by E . 1 .  U .  groups and 
organ izations for swim parties . Fee is $5 per hour per 20 
swimmers. Complete regulations and info available at l ·M 
Office . 
We Wa.nt Your Body 
LOOKING FOR A PART-TIM E  JOB? 
WE NEED YOU 
EARN $$$ to support your habits 
( l ike eating and drinking) 
Intramural sports basketbal l  officiais needed. 
Officiating is a challenging, exciting way to 
pick up some �xtra $$$ 
ENLIST AT THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE AT LANTZ 
A REFEREE 
I think that I shall never see 
A satisfactory referee. 
Poems are written by fools like me, 
But only God could referee. 
Wednesday, January 8 ,  1 986 • 
�---------------from page 1 6  
home runs balls . 
Jaggar " Just Another Night" 
--New York Mets' 20-year old 
n Dwight Gooden who turned 
another night" nearly every 
took the mound en route to the 
Award. 
Frey "Smuggler's Blues" 
Convicted drug dealer Curtis 
when he touched off the ugly 
baseball's drug trial . 
Adams "One Night Love 
' Award-Rollie Massimino 
underdog Villanova Wildcats 
red the nation's hearts and 
·on by shocking Georgetown 
NCAA Championship. 
holies "Would I Lie to 
' Award-Whitey Herzog wins 
answer of "No, of course not" 
when asked by Cardinals' pitcher 
Joaquin Andujar if the St . Louis 
manager planned on trading him. The 
last time anyone checked, Andujar was 
on the Oakland A's roster . 
•Simple Minds· "Don't You Forget 
About Me" Award-Six-time NHL 
Most Valuable Player Wayne Gretzky 
who registered a New Year's Eve hat 
trick just to remind fans that h,::'ll still 
be around in '86. Don't worry, Wayne, 
even amnesia victims couldn't forget 
about you. _ 
•Corey Hart "Never Surrender" 
Award-The Kansas City Royals who 
refused to surre�der �o 3- 1 deficits to 
both the Toronto Blue Jays and St.  
Louis Cardina_ls, and wound up being 
crowned baseball's world champions .  
•Glenn Frey "The Heat is On" 
Award-The Chicago Bears' NFL­
leading defense who pressured and 
pounded opponents all season long. 
•Eric Clapton "Forever Man" 
Award-,--Kareem Abdul-Jabbar for 
proving to the sporting world that he 
wasn't too old to spearhead the Los 
Angeles Lakers to another NBA 
Championship with a banner per­
formance . 
•John Cafferty & the Beaver Brown 
Band "Tough All Over" Award-St. 
Louis Cardinals' football coach Jim 
Hanifan who lost his job just four days 
before Christmas after being reassured 
by Big Red management that he'd be 
given strong considei:ation for an '86 
return. 
•Tears For Fears "Everybody Wants 
to Rule the World" Award-To all 
teams and their fans everywhere, 
amateur or professional, because after 
all isn't that the goal? 
•John Cougar Mellencamp "Small 
Town" Award-This award goes to 
yours truly and hometown best friend 
John Ralph because we're informing 
Mr . Mellencamp that not everything 
about small town life is great .  
When our hometown of Odell (it ' s  
on the map, I think) suffered a power 
failure during the Bears' playoff win 
over the Giants, John and I were 
forced to sit in his driveway and listen 
to the game on rock music's 
medium-the radio. 
Like I told you in the beginni ng, 
sports and rock music really are closely 
related. 
. 
____
____
 from page 1 6 - Coaches set meetings . 
- There will be a meeting for all those interested in 
continued success for the Browns. 
e jllined a lot of respect by holding Miami 
in the first half. Not too many people took us 
y when we went into the playoffs with an 8-8 
• After our first-half performance, I think we 
a lot of minds. 
-
grew as a team this year.  We had a young 
back, young running backs and an inex­
off ensive line. Unfortunately, we just 
't put it all together against Miami.'' 
t averaged 37 .2 yards in.six punts against the 
· .. Three of those punts went for less than 30 
prompting Schottenheimer to say, - "It 
q) was a problem for us, obviously. We never 
able to overcome the field position deficits we 
ting . . .  Jeff Gosset wasn't hurt. He j'ust had 
day. " 
's all-time leading punter opted for 
professional baseball upon graduation, but gave it up trying out for the baseball team on at 4:30 p.m. 
in 1 980 when the New York Mets farm system Wednesday in tne west bleachers of Lantz Gym . 
decided to convert him to a pitcher. Coach Tom McDevitt said only those students who 
He received tryouts from the Dallas Cowboys and are enrolling for the spring semester for the ·first time 
San Diego Chargers in 1 980, before �anding a j ob in or those who were out for a fall sport are eligible to 
- Kansas City in 1 98 1 .  try out. Students who were out for a fall sport must 
He was the Chiefs punter for two seasons before have their coach's permission to try out . 
being cut in 1 983. His next stop was Cleveland where Students who were enrolled at Eastern during the 
he averaged 40.8 yards on 70 punts. fall semester are nof eligible to try out . 
In 1984 Gossett went to the USFL where he punted 
for the . Chicago Blitz and led the league with a 42.4 
average. After his spring season with Portland c!nd a 
highly respectable average of 42. 2, he decided to 
return to the NFL. · 
"Next year will be a lot different . I'll have the 
whole winter to strenghten my legs and will be able to 
go to training camp rested," Gossett said . .  
There will also b e  a meeting fo r  all those interested 
in trying out for the men's tennis team on at 3:30 
p.m. Thursday in the North balcony of Lantz Gym. 
Coach John Bennett said the meeting is open to 
returning players and those who have enrolled for the 
first time this semester . He said everyone should 
bring pen or pencil. 
.............. COUPON!Jll .......... . PRESSED 
y THERE·s •o CUTIE 
CAU.S YOU A aAUTY7 
TO CALL YOU TH•IR OWll! 
SPRING BREAK ��E. "FRICTION'�at TED's_ �o� ROCK & ROLL from Effingham 
YOU ... GOT Oll• LAST RUB. 
MY JOHrt•s SUB! 
JllOll Y0- -- 8Aa llOll9 
MY JOHN•s URMET SUBS 
•ING -aM TO YA" 
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of Springsteen , John Cougar and The Cars 
Get in for 5 0<t from 8- - 1 0  w!coupon 
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It Stands to the Beat of · · i 
' . . . RECREATIONALBQNESf 
' 
. 
on Wednesday , Jan·. 8 at 8 p . m .  • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
See You at the 
Subway! 
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1 .4 Wednesday, January 8 ,  1 986 The DAiiy £Aster,., Ne 
�ome, sweet home · 
· .Panthers to play in  ·Lantz for fi rst t ime in  a month 
By DAN VERDUN game average. 
Assistant sports edltor Duckworth adds a 15 . 6  average and 
If Eastern's men's basketball team leads the team in rebounding at an 8 .3  
looks a little bit lost in  Lantz Gym clip. 
Wednesday night, don't be too sur- Crook rounds out the Panthers' 
prised. After all, the Panthers haven't double-figure scorers with a 14.4 
played a home game since Dec. 10. average from his off-guard position. 
Eastern, 7-4, will entertain the Butler Butler, 3-6, enters Wednesday's non-
Bulldogs. Tip-off will be at 7 :30 p.m.  conference game with its sights set on 
"We've been on the road for quite atoning for an 81-78 loss Dec. 21 to 
some time,'' Eastern coach Rick Eastern in Indianapolis. 
Samuels said of the Panthers' five- "We haven't played too many good 
game road trip since their last ap- games this year," Butler coach Joe 
pearance in Lantz Gym. Sexson said. "I expect a similar game 
. "We've developed a .  good road as the last time we played Eastern. I 
tempo," Samuels added. "I don't ever just hope we come out on top ." 
try to prognosticate, but I'm pleased at The Bull�ogs, who lost to Indiana 
this point." State 72-54 last Thursday, are paced by 
Samuels certainly has to be pleased junior forward Chad Tucker. 
wfth his Panthers' recent performance. Tucker, who. led the Midwestern 
Eastern has won five of its last six Collegiate Conference in scoring last 
games. winter, is · averaging 19 .7  points a 
One of the major reasons for . game. 
Eastern's success has been the play of Junior guard Darrin Fitzgerald adds 
seniors Jon Collins, Kevin Duckworth a 16.9 points-per-game average and 
and Doug Crook . All three have' scored forward · Tony Gallahar chips in at a 
in double figures in Eastern's last six 10.4 clip . 
contests. Gallahar, a 6-4 junior, leads the 
Collins, a 6-4· forward, leads the ' . Bulldogs in rebounding at 7 .3 boards a 
team in scoring with a 20.4 points-per- . game . 
Roses-Roses-Roses 
Y2 Ooz. Long Stem Red Roses Boxed $1 8.00 del .  
1 Doz. Long Stem Red Roses Boxed $26.00 del .  
House Plants $1 . 50-$1 0.00 Visa & Master 
Hang�ng Baskets $3 .50 I 8. 50 Charge Accepted 
1 s1 4}l 1 0th The Greenhouse 34s-1 os7 ' . 
CO�E IN AN_D ' ' - .. . i.oo 
SEE . . . . \ ,  Ne� . ..1 . ,�1"'01e ' ""' . ,,eu 
ns Y' '� . es\o,c� o��l>\ete\� t otated\ . co nd redeC � . . AND CHECK OUT 
THESE BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS. 
$ 5  to $ 1 0 OFF 
BACK PACKS . 
DON'T 
FORGET: 
SINGLE 
PRINT OPTION 
SINGLE PRINTS AND 
FREE FILM OR 
DOUBLE PRINTS 
SAME PRICE 
3-subject 
NOTEBOOKS 
Reg. $2.49 
POSTERS, 
CALCULATORS 
& VALENTINES 
99¢ PENS 
· BOX OF · 
A DOZEN 
$ 1 . 99 
DAY CARDS betote . � 
� ou\o"ede��n tnote no '\\\o�e us "{OU ' -��=====� IUS] 
"We don't have the personnel to Sexson, meanwhile, is concern 
change our game plan, and I don't with Eastern's size advantage, par: 
think Eastern is the type of team that ticularly in the middle where the 7 
does either," Sexson said . foot, 280-pound Duckworth resides. 
Samuels is cautiously optimistic "That's the kind of guy (Duck! 
about Eastern's chances of downing worth) that gives us a little trouble, '  
Butler and thus pushing the Panthers' Sexson said . "He had a ·  big g 
unbeaten streak to 4-0 at home this against us last time." 
season. Sexson added that the Panthers' r 
"Butler is a very dangerous op- strength lies in their balanced attack. 
ponent," Samuels said . "They have "Collins works it so well from 
key players back from last year, but perimeter and takes it to the hoop 
have been struggling to put the pieces well," Sexson said. "But Doug Cr 
together. is also a strong perimeter shooter 
"But they're the k�nd of team that (Norm) Evans does a good job play:: •  
could gell about any time." - point." 
5 20 
UGLY. POU N DS! 
CUT OFF - YOUR HEAD 
OR TRY MY SUBS INSTEAD. 
JIMMY JOHN'S 
GOURMET . SUBS 
''l'LL BRING ·'EM TO YA'' 
345· 107 5 
-
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Monday-Friday, 
January 6- 1 0 
� · · · • • 4 • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · � · · · ·  
Wednesday, January 8, 1986 . . 
core board Report scores to 58 1 -28 1 2  
Basketball Sports log Basketball Hockey 
Big Ten conference WEDNESDAY Johnson.LAC 298 1 38 733 2 2 . 9  Wednesday's games Mitchell, SA 3 1 4  1 43 7 7 1  2 2 . 7  . MEN'S BASKETBALL-.Eastern hosts Butler, Lantz Gym, New Jersey at CHICAGO 1ps Big Ten _ Overall Ag\jirre,Oal 234 1 1 8 587 2 2 . 8  Boston at Montreal 
w L w L 7 : 30 p.m.  A-Jebbar,LAL 2 9 2  1 28 7 1 0  2 2 . 2  Los Angeli!S. at Pittsburgh 
Michigan 2 0 1 4  0 SPORTS ON RADIO & TV McHale,Bos 2 7 3  1 80 706 2 2 . 1  Edmonton at Toronto Purdue 2 0 .  1 3  2 Malone, Wssh 298 1 07 706 2 1 .4 
Wisconsin 1 0 9 � I PRO HOCKEY-New J�rsey Devils at Chicago Black Monday's results ILLINOIS 1 1 10 Hawks, WBBM-AM (780) 7 : 30 p.m. Montreal 9 ,  ST.  LOUIS 2 
Iowa 1 1 1 1  4 Hockey Pittsburgh 4, New Jersey 3 Ohio State 1 1 8 3 FRIDAY 
Michigan St .  1 1 1 0  2 WRESTLING-Eastern hosts Missouri , N. Illinois, Lantz NHL Leaders Indiana 0 2 8 4 
Northwestern 0 1 6 6 Gym , 7 p.m .  NHL (Through Jan. 5) 
Mlmesota 0 2 1 9 5 
llloord Pia. 
(411) 1 4·0 1 , 243 
1 4-0 1 , 1 93 
1 2·0 1 , 1 36 
1 0-0 1 ,077 
1 0- 1  948 
1 2·0 695 
1 3-0 661 
1 4·0 626 
1 2·2 '761 
1 4· 1  736 
1 0- 1  644 
1 3-2 477 
1 0-2 446" 
1 3· 2 429 
1 3· 1  362 
1-1 3 1 1  
7.3 242 
1 0-3 1 56 
1 0·2 1 39 
1 3·2 1 1 9 
votes in order: 
, Pittsburgh, Indiana, 
Tennessee, Temple, 
tJt11o State, Pepperdine. • 
State, Southern 
Georgia, '!'arshall, 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
NBA PRO HOCKEY-Chicago Black Hawks at Detroit Red 
Eastern Conference Wings, WBBM-AM (780) 6 :30 p.m.  
Atlantlc Division PRO SOCCER-Pittsburgh at Chicago Sting, WAUR-FM w L Pct. GB 
Boston 2 5  7 . 7 6 1  ( 1 06) 7 :35 p.m . 
Philadelphia 2 1  1 3  .6 1 8  5 SATURDAY New Jersey 2 1  1 4  .600 5% 
Waahington 1 6  1 8  . 4 7 1  1 0  WRESTLING-Eastern hosts Central Missouri St. ,  Lantz 
New York 1 1  2 3  .324 1 5  Gym, 1 :30 p .m.  
Central Division WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern hosts S. Ill inois, Lantz 
Milwaukee 24 1 2  .667 Gym, 7:30 p.m.  Atlanta 1 7  1 5  .5i31  5 
Cleveland 1 5  1 9  . 444 8 MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern at Northern Iowa. Detroit 1 5  1 9  . 444 8 
CHICAGO 1 4  2 2  .389 1 0  SPORTS O N  RADIO & TV 
INDIANA 1 0  22 . 3 1 3 1 2  PRO BASKETBALL-Los Angeles Clippers at Chicago 
Western Conference Bulls, WMAQ-AM (670) 7 : 30 p .m.  
Mldwnt Division 
w L Pct. GB Milwaukee 1 1 0,  Cleveland 1 0 1 
Houston 2 2  1 2  .647 Houston 1 24 ,  Golden State 1 1 5  NBA Leaders Denver 1 9  1 4  . .57 6 2 %  New Jersey at CHICAGO, n  
San Antonio 20 1 5 . 5 7 1  2 Yt LA Clippers at Atlanta,n . (Through Jan. 5) 
Dallas 1 5 1 5 . 500 5 Dallas at Denver.n  
Utah H 1 6 . 486 5 % Utah at Seattle,n FG FT PTS AVG 
990 Sacramento 1 2  2 2  . 353 1 0  Wednesday's games English, Den 38 1 2 2 7  3 0 . 0  Dantley. Utah 356 295 1 0 1 1  2 9 . 7  
Pacific Division Cleveland-at Boston Wilkins. All 333·  1 86 856 2 6 . 8  
LA Lakers 2 7  5 .844 Milwaukee at  New Jersey Short, GS 320 1 4 5 7 9 1  2 5 . 5  
Portland 2 2  1 6 . 57 9  8 LA Clippers at Philadelphia WLRDGE,CHI 334 2 1 6  886 2 4 . 6  
Seattle 1 3 2 1  .362 1 5 Sacramento at Indiana Davis, Pho 2 1 3  1 04 536 2 4 . 4 
Phoenix 1 1  2 0  . 3 5 5  1 5 % Washington at Phoenix Free.Cle 2 6 8  1 9 1 754 2 4 . 3  
LA Clippers 1 1  2 3  . 3 2 4  1 7  Portland at LA Lakers Malone.Phi  2 5 1  2 9 1  793 2 4 . 0  
Golden State 1 2 2 5  . 3 2 4  1 7 % Monday's results Bird, Bos 2 9 3  1 6 2 7 6 7  2 4 . 0  
Philadelphia 1 08 ,  San Antonio 1 02 Oljwn , Hou 3 1 2  1 66 6 1 0  2 3 . 6  
Tuesday's results Phoenix 1 1 4, Seattle 9 7  Vndwghe, Den 293 245 631 2 3 . 7  
New York 9 3 ,  INDIANA 6 5  Sacramento 1 0 6 .  Washington 8 7 �ance, Phx 2 4 6  1 5 2 644 2 3 . 0  
INVEST IN  Y-OUR 
PROFESSIONAL 
FUTURE 
ERICAN 
RKETING 
CIATION 
* Be a part of the 
Largest Organization 
on Campus 
* All Majors Welcome 
. -
ow?-Sign up in the Union Walkway 
from January 8- 1 4 . 
Campbell Conference GP G A 
Norris Dlwtalon Gretzky, Edm 40 28 75 w L T Pts . Lemieux.Pit 40 24 43 -
CHICAGO 1 8 1 6  4 40 Naslund, Mon 39 27 39 
ST. LOUIS 1 7  1 6  4 38 · Coffey, Edm 40 1 7  43 
Minnesota 1 6  1 7  · 7  37 Kurri,Edm 40 29 29 
Toronto 1 0  22 5 25 Propp, Phi 40 26 J 1  
Detroit 9 26 5 23 SAVARD.CHI 36 2 5 32 
P. Statsny,Oue 39 2 1  35 Smythe DMalon Hwerchck, Wpg 42 28 26 
Edmonton 29 7 4 62 Anderson.Edm 40 26 27 
Calgary 1 7  1 9· 3 37 Broten, Min 38 1 5  35 
Vancouver 1 3 23 4 30 Goulet.Que 39 30 20 
Winnipeg 1 3  2 5  4 30 Bossy,NYI 39 26 24 
Los Angeles 1 2  2 2  4 26 
Wales Conference Soccer Patrick DMalon 
w L T Pis. 
Philadelphia 29 1 1  0 58 
Washington 2 5 1 0  4 54 MISL NY Isles 1 6  1 5 9 4 1  
Pittsburgh 1 7  1 9  4 38 East 
NY Rangers 1 7 2 1  2 36 
New Jersey 1 3 2 4  2 7  w L Pct. 
Minnesota 1 2 6 . 600 
Adams Dlvl•I'!" Cleveland 1 0  6 . 556 
w L T Pis . Baltimore 9 8 . 5 2 9  
Pittsburgh 6 9 . 4 7 1  Montreal 22 1 3 4 46 
CHICAGO Quebec _ 2 3  1 5  2 46 7 9 . 436 
Boston 1 6  1 4  7 43 Dallas 9 1 2  . 4 2 9  
Buffalo 1 6  1 8  4 40 West Hartford 1 9  1 8  39 
w L Pct. 
Tuesday's results San Diego 1 1  6 . 64 7  
Quebec 7 .  ST.  LOUIS 2 Wichita 1 0  7 . 586 
Washington 3 .  Detroit 2 ST. LOUIS 1 0  1 0  . 500 
Minnesota 3,  NY Isles 2 Kansas City 9 9 . 500 
Vancouver at Winnipeg , n  Tacoma 9 1 2  , 4 2 9  
Hartlord a t  Calgary . n  Los Angeles 6 1 2  . 333 
Only $ 2 .20 
Re9. - s3. 2s .  
4100 - 9100 p.m. 
-OR-
our first organizational meeting on 
1 4  at 7:00 in 3 0 1 Life Science and 
pogHoi's 
PIZZA J4Ci-J4()() 
RSEBACK 
RIDING 
COBUL 
Open: Fri . ,  Sat., 
Sun. and Mon.  
9 am to Dusk 
Moonlight rides 
avai lable indudes 
inside fire . . . 
·268-371 7 
1 600 Lincoln Ave. 
Enjoy your fi rst study b�eak!. 
. . . I . . 
EASTERN ILLINOIS PANTHERS 
(7-4) 
Butler Un iversity 
(3-6) 
Tonight 
• 
'� \ 
I 
I , 
7:30 pm Lantz Gym _• ' Don 't  Miss the .Fun ! '  
PTS 
1 03 
67 
66 
60 
56 
57 
57 
56 
54 
53 
5 1 
50 
50 
GB 
1 
1 1/t  
2% 
3 
3% 
GB 
2Yt 
2% 
5 
5Y1 
: .. 
Wednesday' s 
1 6  SRg!!� 
Sportscene: � 
Dan Verd un 
Women cagers ' streak at six,  
upend I l l i nois-Ch icago 70-57 
Sporting world 
rocked onward 
with J85 output 
The sports scene and the world of roek music are 
more closely related than most people think. 
Both sports and the rock music industry had their 
·shining moments of ·triumphant joys as well as their 
downgrading · scandals that tugged �t . the very fiber 
of their foundations. 
Sports and'  rock music are often intermixed by fans 
of both. For example, how many times have you 
heard a coach refer to the ''tempo" of the game? 
Since both of these entertainment worlds run so 
much along . the same boundary lines, t.his column 
will blend the tw.o together in the form of a year-end 
honor (or in some cases, lack of honor) to the per­
sonalities and events that rocked the sports world in 
1 985 . 
So in the words of " American Top 40' s" Casey 
Casem, " Let' s  get right to the action on the charts . "  
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
C H I C A G O - E a s t e r n ' s  
women's basketball tea m  con­
tinued its winning ways Tuesday 
n"ight by handily defeating 
Illinois-Chicago 70-57 .  · 
The 1 0-2 Panthers have won six 
straight games , losing only to 
high-powered St. John's and 
Tennessee, and are 2-0 in the 
Gateway Conference. 
Once again , it was the inside­
outside tandem of Chris Aldridge 
and Melanie Hatfield that led the 
way for the win . A ldridge racked 
up a game-high 2 1  points and 1 5  
rebounds , while Hatfield finished 
a close second with 1 8. . 
Hatfield's defensive play also 
warranted a game-high five steals 
which spurred on ·a highly­
respected Panther defense, which 
only allowed the Flames seven 
·points in the . last 8 : 5 1  of the 
·contest . _ 
At that time , Eastern, who had 
been leading by as much as 1 0  
points i n  the first half, led 5 1 -50. 
But the defense doused the Flames 
as the Panthers pulled ·away. 
Also, UIC shot a dismal 33 
percent from the field and 65 
percent from . the free throw 
stripe. 
Panther coach Bobbie Hilke 
said the conditions of the 
fieldhouse further hindered the 
offensive efforts of both squads . 
The stadium floor was an 
earlier sight of track and field 
practice and by tip-off time it 
could have doubled as a skating 
rink , Hilke said . 
" W e  strugg led with the 
elements more than anything else 
in this game, and that affected our 
defense ," she added. 
· 
But Hilke was pleased with a .  
victory over the larger Illinois­
Chicago squad on the road . 
"To win by 1 3  points says an 
awful lot for the kind of club we 
are, " Hilke said . 
Eastern is also the kind of club 
that depends on a consistent 
performance from front players 
Sue Hynd and Lisa Tyler and they 
were not disappointed . 
Hynd chipped - in 1 5  points 
eight rebounds and Tyler ad 
eight points and eight rebounds 
Overall, the Panthers shot  
percent from the field and 
percent from the free throw lin · 
Ellen Steinkamp , 1 7  points , 
Cindy · Hines , 1 3  points , 
high-scorers for the Fla 
Cindy Clark, the 6-5 center, 
held to seven points . 
Hilke and the Panthers re 
home to Lantz Gym on Satur 
to face Gateway rival Sout 
Illinois·Carbondale. The ti 
time for that contest is 7:30 p. 
Eaatern (70) 
· Bonsett 1 2-3 4, Cavanaugh 0 
Hatfield 8 2-3 1 8 , Aldridge 1 O 2-3, 21  
Hynd 6 3-4 1 5, Newman O O·  
Hamilton 1 0-0 2 ,  Walsh O 0-0 0 ,  Br 
O·O 2 ,  Tyler 4 0-0 8. Totals 31 8- 1 1 7 
I l l  Inola-Chicago (57) 
Stenkamp 7 3-5 1 7, Johnson 2 2 
Hines 6 1 - 1 1 3 , Clark 2 3-4 7, Lar 
O·O 0, Drabile 2 0-0 4, Cady 1 2· 
Branch 1 2-2 4. Totals 22 1 3-20 57. 
Rebounds-Eastern 43, lllinois-C 
4 2 .  Halftime-Eastern 40, I l linois-Ch" 
3 1 . 
. • Dire Straits " Money For Noth1!_1g" Award-All 
World Wrestling Federation members from Hulk 
Hogan down to The Junkyard Dog because nobody 
typifieq the "money for noth�ng/chicks for free" --Former Panther Gossett 's seasons syndrome better than the WWF m 1 985. · 
•Glenn Frey " You Belong to the City" · • • . 
Award-Former Georgetown star Patrick Ewing ended when M1am1 punted Browns when he learned that the New York Knicks acquired . · 
his services fn the NBA Lottery for the top pick in the 
· 
draft. By DARIN BLAIR 
· Staff writer 
•Survivor " I  Can 't Hold Back"-°Joaquin An- --,-------------------
dujar who not only .couldn't hold back , but had.Jo be Following Sunday's AFC playoff game against the 
· held back in the St. Louis Cardimµs 1 1 -0 loss 'to the Miami Dolphins , Cleveland Browns head coach 
K C '  R l · h f' l · Marty\�Schottenheimer had some harsh words for the 
""
a�sas . rty oya s m t e ma g�me Of the World job d ne by his punter . ..,en es. . 1 -
•Bryan Adams "Run to You't  Award-Walter The punter he spoke of was Jeff Gossett , a 
Payton who ran even deeper intd the NFL record Chari ston native and former Eastern football and 
books and toward his last remaUl.ing conquest , a baseb�l standout. Gosett's football future seemed 
Super Bowl ring . , J , some�hat cloudy by Schottenheimer's remarks. 
•Bruce Springsteen "Glory Days" Award-Pete But \ Gossett , who 's back in Charleston for the 
Rose as Old · Man River continued his glory days by remaiqder of this week , spoke with confidence and 
moving past Ty Cobb as baseball's all-time hit optimi�m about his season. 
leader. "It �as a long year for me," Gossett said Tuesday. 
•Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers "Don't Come "Playihg for a year straight was physically .hard on 
Around Here No More" Award-Repeat winner me anci also placed a huge mental strain on my 
Billy Martin who was presented the. award by New performance." · 
York Yankees owner George Steinbrenner who fired Gossett punted for the Portland Breakers of the 
Billy. for the ?th time (I lost count after ?nd Lite Beer USFL last spring and returned to the NFL this fall. 
commercial). The strain of playing back-to-back seasons showed 
•S ammy Hagar " I Can 't · Driv e 5 5" midway through the NFL season when his average 
Award-Darrell Waltrip for coming on strong at the sunk drastically. 
finish to capture his third NASCAR points title. "I lost the pop in my kicking .leg and had a rough 
•Journey 's "Only the Young" · Award-Seven- spell early in the season,." Gossett said. "The coaches 
teen-year-old Boris Becker for becoming the were very understanding though ,  and gave me a lot 
youngest and first unseeded player to win a Wim- of rest through the week. Punting only one day a 
bledon championship afong with the hearts of tennis week allowed my leg to rest and I had my average 
fans the world over. back up over 40 (yards per punt) by the end of the 
•-:John Fogarty "Centerfield" Award-California season." 
Angels' centerfielder Gary Pettis . Put him in , coach , Gossett finished the season with 8 1  punts and an 
he's ready to play ;  climbing outfielq walls , pulling in average of 40. 3 ,  good for 1 2th in the AFC . He also 
(See SPORTING, page 1 3) . kicked the longest punt of his career in the opening 
game of the season when he booted a 64-yard punt . 
Inside·. "They'll probably b�ing in several kickers at camp, but I 'm confident I can keep ·my j ob.  There's always 
competition in the NFL and hopefully I 'll be able to 
Homecom1·n stay with the team, ' '  Gossett said . 
. 
· g · But . Gossett hasn't forgotten about the time 
Eastem's .men's basketball team · returns to coming when he has to give up his chosen profession. 
Lantz Gym tonight for their first home game since ' ' I  live in Dallas during the off-season and there 
Dec. 1 2 . The Panthers, 7 ·4, will host Butler are a lot of job opportunities in that area. After I get 
University. 
. 
· • out of football, I 'll probably work 'in sales, real estate 
. aee page 1 4  or business somewhere in the !)alias area,• '  Gossett 
said. 
As for the outlook of next year's team Gossett said 
(See FORMER, page 1 3) 
Photo Courtesy of Cleveland 
Clevel�d pµnter Jeff Gossett displays 
that helped the Browns get into the AFC 
Gossett formerly was both a football and 
standout for Eastern. Gossett gets his first 
from football in over a year, as he was one 
players who played back-to-back seasons in 
and USFL. 
